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We all like to see ourselves as honest. As physicians, when we accept a gift for which there may be some ethical implications, our natural tendency is to rationalize the action. Therefore, such opportunities need regulation. In Canada, the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada, universities and health authorities have made policies to limit industry-physician interactions that might promote reciprocity. While mandatory public reporting would not disallow the offering and acceptance of gifts, it would make rationalization more onerous. If the funding that physicians currently receive for education, research and honoraria is deemed reasonable by the public, then it should continue irrespective of disclosure. However, that which would not survive such scrutiny should probably cease, law or not.
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As a physician whose academic career has been enhanced by association with medical related industry, I know the real tangible benefits and understand the dangerous pitfalls of such a relationship. The value of this long-term connection between urology and industry includes financial support for ongoing medical education and teaching within our urology programs and our wider urology community, independent peer reviewed research grants not necessarily linked to any marketed product, involvement in important clinical trials, opportunities to be engaged in early product and drug development and assisting industry to better align their programs to the needs of the urological community and our patients. While I believe that time, effort and expertise require fair compensation, the problem with this relationship lies in real and perceived bias in terms of advocating for specific marketed products and/or pharmaceuticals. The answer to this dilemma is not to cut all ties with the medical industry, but rather base our ongoing relationship on a foundation of honesty, integrity and transparency. One cannot legislate honesty and integrity, but we can insist on transparency - full disclosure of all relationships, financial and otherwise, between individual physicians, academic institutions and our industry partners.
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